
Self-Guided Program for Daisies
LUPE’S STORY - Honest and Fair

3 steps to earn this petal:

1. Before your visit, read “Lupe’s Story” (handbook) and discuss the written questions at the end.
2. In the Amazeum, act out Lupe’s story at the Colored Shadows exhibit  (in the cubby hallway across from the Hershey’s Lab). 

a) Practice making the different flower friends using your hands (see images on next page)! 
b) Now find the flower cart around the corner in front of the Market exhbit for more shadow-fun 

(see images on next page)! 
a) Take turn, play fairly, and get theatric!

3. Let's practice honesty and fairness

Take turns choosing which exhibit to visit next. 
OR: If your troop wants to bring a snack to eat outside in the pavilion, make sure to bring enough for everyone to share 
your favorite snack! 
OR: If it’s nice outside, play one of your troop’s favorite games. Make sure to talk about the rules before you begin and 
ensure that everyone is honest and fair as they play!

FINISHING THE DAY:

But wait! Lupe’s story doesn’t have to end there. As your troop explores the museum, look for ways to put what you’ve learned
into action. Take turns being the cashier in the market and the shoppers. Let’s be fair to others who want to play by putting things 
away. Another fun place to explore is the cabin—can you find ways to be honest and fair?

TIPS to help you prepare for and enjoy your 
visit:
1. We are an ever-changing museum, so 

please download this document onto a 
tablet or print on the day of your visit. 

2. You may visit as a family, small group, or 
troop. We require at least one adult 
chaperone for every 10 children. Every 
guest must pay regular admission ($9.50) or 
show membership card; however, if you 
have 20+ guests paying in one transaction, 
you must contact our reservation specialist 
at least two weeks in advance to secure the 
group rate ($6.00): 
reservations@amazeum.org or 479-268-
4542

3. Since the Amazeum is an energetic 
environment, we recommend leaders save 
any required group discussion for after your 
visit (see last page for suggestions)

4. Please wear your scout uniform so the 
Amazeum team knows you are a Daisy Girl 
Scout.

5. As you earn your “Lupe’s Story” petal in the 
exhibits today, please remember that other 
museum guests are exploring and playing 
too!
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Characters: Lupe, Gerri, Clover, Tula, Rosie & Pigeons
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Practice making the different flower friends with your hands:

Now find the flower cart around the corner in front of the Market exhibit for more shadow-fun: 


